Many devirtualization techniques have been proposed to reduce the runtime overhead of dynamic method calls for various objectoriented languages, however, most of them are less effective or cannot be applied for Java in a straightforward manner. This is partly because Java is a statically-typed language and thus transforming a dynamic call to a static one does not make a tangible performance gain (owing to the low overhead of accessing the method table) unless it is inlined, and partly because the dynamic class loading feature of Java prohibits the whole program analysis and optimizations from being applied.
Introduction
Many devirtualization techniques [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] have been proposed to reduce the overhead of dynamic method calls for various object-oriented languages. In general, a guard test is generated to test the receiver of the class (called class test) [1, 2, 3] or the method (called method test) [11] to ensure that it is valid to make a direct call to the corresponding target method. We call this approach guarded devirtualization. In dynamically-typed object-oriented languages such as Self [4] , guarded devirtualization is extremely effective because of the high overhead of a dynamic method call. In statically-typed object-oriented language like Java [12] , guarded devirtualization is less effective because of the low overhead of dynamic method call due to the fact that it can be translated into a few load operations followed by an indirect jump operation. In order to boost the performance with a dynamic method call, the method call must be inlined as much as possible after the guard test is eliminated.
To devirtualize a dynamic method call without generating a guard test (we call this approach direct devirtualization), the whole program analysis and optimizations [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] have been proposed in the context of static compilers. However, they are based on the closed-world assumption, in which no dynamic class loading is allowed. Therefore, these techniques cannot be directly applicable to Java. Dynamic recompilation can be used to make direct devirtualization possible in the non-closed world assumption, but it involves a complicated mechanism called on-stack replacement [13] .
We propose a new technique called direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism (the code patching mechanism or code patch in short) [10] . For a given dynamic call site, our compiler first determines whether the call can be devirtualized, by analyzing the current class hierarchy. When the call is devirtualizable and the target method is suitably sized, the compiler generates the inlined code of the method, together with the backup code (also called backup path) of making the dynamic call. Only the inlined code is actually executed until our assumption about the devirtualization becomes invalidated, at which time the compiler performs code patching to make the backup code executed subsequently. Since the new technique prevents some code motions across the merge point between the inlined code and the backup code, we have furthermore implemented recently-known analysis techniques, such as type analysis [14, 15, 16, 17] and preexistence analysis [11] , which allow the backup code to be completely eliminated.
We made various experiments using 16 real programs to understand the effectiveness and characteristics of the devirtualization techniques in our Java Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler. In summary, we reduced the number of dynamic calls by ranging from 8.9% to 97.3% (the average of 40.2%), and we improved the execution performance by ranging from -1% to 133% (with the geometric mean of 16%).
This paper makes the following contributions:
A new devirtualization technique called direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism, which is much simpler to implement and has less overhead to execute than a re-compilation approach with on-stack replacement. We eliminate the backup path by type analysis and preexistence analysis. We also optimize the inlined code by inserting compensation code in the backup path if it is not eliminated.
Evaluation of various devirtualization techniques implemented in our Java JIT compiler, including direct devirtualizations (the code patching mechanism, type analysis, and preexistence) and guarded devirtualizations (class test and method test).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes our devirtualization techniques that implemented in our Java JIT compiler. Section 4 gives experimental results with statistics and performance results on a set of real programs. Finally, Section 5 outlines our conclusions.
Related Work
Devirtualization techniques are important to improve the performance in object-oriented languages. Therefore, many devirtualization techniques have been proposed.
An inline cache technique was developed to speed up dynamic method calls. An inline cache records the class of the last receiver object at the call site, and jumps directly to the method for that class. A stub validates that the dynamic type of the receiver matches the expected type. If this test fails, a normal method lookup makes a dynamic method call and stores the class of the current receiver to the call site cache. Hölzle extended the technique to a polymorphic case of inline caches [18] . Type prediction [2, 3] and method test [11] have also been proposed. Type prediction and method test predict the type of a frequently-called object at compile time. A polymorphic inline cache, type prediction, and method test introduce new runtime tests, since these techniques take the cache approach with memory references. According to the results of simple experiments [19] , type prediction without inlining, even with 100% accuracy of the predictions, cannot outperform direct devirtualization of dynamic method calls without inlining. Type prediction with inlining must achieve approximately 90% accuracy to outperform direct devirtualization without inlining. Finally, no known technique can outperform direct devirtualization with inlining. Lee et al. implemented both monomorphic and polymorphic inline caches in a Java Virtual Machine [20] . The experimental results did not achieve as good a speedup as in dynamically-typed object-oriented languages such as Self. In implementations of Java, the cost of dynamic method calls is not so different from that of using polymorphic inline caches, type prediction, and method test. In statically-typed object-oriented languages, guarded devirtualization is effective in enabling inline methods with dynamic calls to expand the intraprocedure optimization scope of a compiler.
Several systems directly devirtualize dynamic method calls, by allowing them to be inlined or implemented by direct method calls. Dean et al. used a class hierarchy analysis to devirtualize dynamic method calls [5] . Class hierarchy analysis determines when the static type of a receiver implies that an invoked method has only a single implementation in the set of classes used in a whole program. Fernandez [6] proposed a link-time optimization system. Bacon and Sweeney [7] , Tip and Palsberg [8] , and Vijay et al. [9] proposed more precise static analysis. All these techniques statically devirtualize dynamic method calls based on a closed-world assumption. Since Java supports dynamic class loading, these techniques cannot be used in a straightforward manner. This is why we propose direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism [10] . Flow-sensitive type analysis [14, 15, 16, 17] attempts to tighten the static type constraints on the receiver expressions. It increases the opportunities for direct devirtualization to determine whether a call site has a single implementation. It can also directly devirtualize a dynamic method call without a backup path.
Several languages, such as C++, Dylan, and Java, have a linguistic mechanism that allows users to declare a class sealed, so that it is prohibited to subclass any new class from it. However, sealed methods are not common in the Java Core libraries such as java.util.Vector. Most of the methods in this class are not sealed in Java 2.
The Self system performs extensive inlining of dynamic method calls [13] , whose correctness is ensured by the on-stack replacement mechanism. In the compiled code, there are deoptimization points at which the original state of the method's variables can be recovered from the optimized state. When a compilation assumption is violated by dynamic class loading, the Self system recovers the original state at a deoptimization point and recompiles the method. Such a system introduces several concerns. In the Self implementation, the compiler produces numerous data structures called scope descriptors for deoptimization. Deoptimization points also introduce inefficiency into the generated code to storing extra data in memory to recover the original context. The compiler cannot reorder instructions over a deoptimization point. It is also difficult to replace methods on stacks in the multi-threaded runtime environment. The Java HotSpot compiler [21] adopts a recompilation approach using on-stack replacement. We did not explore this approach because of the complexity of its implementation. Preexistence analysis [11] is an approach to prevent onstack replacement by determining whether direct devirtualization can be performed based on the analysis of the receiver expressions. We adopted it to increase the opportunity for compiler optimizations by eliminating backup paths.
Devirtualization of Dynamic Method Calls
We present an overview of our devirtualization approach. First, the compiler performs flow-sensitive type analysis and preexistence analysis to directly devirtualize call sites without backup paths that introduce constraints on compiler optimizations such as code motion. The preexistence analysis also guarantees that the situations requiring on-stack replacement cannot occur. Next, the compiler performs dynamic class hierarchy analysis to directly devirtualize the dynamic method calls. It can detect when a call site has a single implementation at compile time and inline the callee code without any guard tests. However, Java allows new classes to be loaded during the execution of a program, and therefore the compiler has to prepare the original dynamic method call to allow for execution where the assumption of a single implementation is violated. Finally, if the compiler knows a call site has multiple implementations, it devirtualizes a dynamic method call with a guard test. It inlines the selected dynamic method call with a class test verifying that the receiver is of the proper class, or it inlines a dynamic method call with a method test verifying that the receiver has the proper method.
In the rest of this section, we describe devirtualization techniques for the optimization of dynamic method calls: the code patching mechanism, flow-sensitive type analysis, preexistence analysis, class test, and method test.
Code Patching Mechanism
Class hierarchy analysis (CHA) [5, 6] determines a set of possible targets of a dynamic method call by combining the static type of an object with the class hierarchy of the whole program. If it can be determined that there is no overridden method, the dynamic method call can be replaced with inlined code or with a direct method call by direct devirtualization at compile time, and the method can be executed without method lookup. Previously, direct devirtualization with CHA has been investigated and implemented for languages limited to static class loading, in which the class hierarchy does not change during the execution of the program. However, Java supports dynamic class loading, which allows the class hierarchy to change during the execution of a program. Recompilation with on-stack replacement was the only an approach to allow a compiler to invalidate the devirtualized method while there is an active context on stacks. However, the implementation is very difficult because it requires replacing methods and context on stacks.
We have designed the code patching mechanism in order to directly devirtualize dynamic method calls with dynamic class loading [10] . If a caller site has a single implementation, the compiler generates the inlined code of the target method and the original dynamic method call at compilation time. The compiler can also turn dynamic method calls into direct method calls for non-inlined methods. If runtime class loading overrides a method that was previously not overridden, the inlined code sequence for a specific implementation must be replaced with the original dynamic method call. This is done by rewriting the first instruction in the inlined code sequence. We show the generated code for an inlined method in Example 1 using the PowerPC instruction set. The generated code using direct devirtualization has no overhead at execution time because there are no tests requiring memory access in the method tests and class tests. This mechanism also has lower overhead and implementation costs than a recompilation approach with on-stack replacement. Further, when the compiler generates the native code, it places the inlined code in the fall through path in Example 1. Since it knows the inlined code is executed very frequently, this improves the efficiency of the instruction cache. Java provides interfaces for the provision of multiple inheritances. The compiler also optimizes an interface method call by replacing it with inlined code. If CHA finds that only one class implements an interface class, a virtual method call with a single method lookup can be generated by using the implementation class as a static type. Furthermore, if the target method is not overridden anywhere in the implementation class hierarchy, the code can be inlined instead of using the interface method call by using direct devirtualization. As a result, the generated code using the PowerPC instruction set is shown in Example 2. When the method is overridden in the implementation class hierarchy, the code patching mechanism cancels the direct devirtualization to execute the virtual method call. In addition, when non-subclass of the implementation class implements the interface class, the code patching mechanism cancels direct devirtualization to execute the original interface method call. The right column in Example 2 shows the latter case. This optimization is much more efficient than a naive implementation of an interface call, which requires executing a loop to search for an implementation class.
We have implemented the code patching mechanism using CHA for supporting dynamic class loading as follows. When the new class is loaded at runtime, the runtime routine refers to an internal data structure that represents whether or not each associated method is overridden. Furthermore, if a class implements an interface class, the compiler also counts the number of implementation classes of the interface class in order to devirtualize interface method calls. The compiler checks whether a caller site has a single implementation when it attempts to inline a dynamic method call. The result (whether or not the method has only a single implementation) is checked on demand, when the first check is issued, and the result is then stored in the result cache. When the native code is generated for the inlined code, the top address of the inlined code sequence is also recorded in the result cache for the call site. When the compiler next checks the implementation of the same method, the result is returned from the result cache immediately, and the new code address is also recorded in the result cache.
When the method is not yet overridden in the left column in Example 1, the inlined code is executed and the italicized code sequence for the dynamic method call is not executed at all. When the method is overridden because of dynamic class loading, the internal structures are updated appropriately. If the method related to the result cache is overridden, the class loader uses the result cache to find the address that should be replaced with a b (branch) instruction to the dynamic method call. This effectively undoes the direct devirtualization, and the inlined code becomes inaccessible. Consequently, the code sequence for the dynamic method call will be executed correctly. 
Example 1: Inlining of a dynamic method call (invokevirtual)
Since Java is an explicitly multi-threaded language, the invalidation of the old code sequence must be thread-safe. On the PowerPC RISC architecture, since the memory system guarantees atomicity only for full word instructions, we implemented this atomic updating by rewriting only one full word instruction, the branch instruction. Furthermore, on a processor with split caches for instruction and data, both the data and instruction caches should be flushed. This ensures synchronization between the instruction and data caches. In addition, any instruction prefetch buffer must be flushed [22] . This ensures that any pending instructions fetched from the instruction cache are ignored and the updated instruction will be executed. On the IA32 architecture, the memory system guarantees atomicity for a single write to memory aligned on a boundary of its length within a cache line [23] , and the write instruction invalidates the instruction prefetch queue.
Since the length of each instruction varies, the length of the rewrite target must be same as that of the new instruction to ensure the validity of the instruction sequence. If the length of a new branch instruction is two bytes, the compiler for the IA32 architecture generates the first instruction whose length is two bytes or over in the inlined code sequence, by means of padding using a special addressing mode. The new branch instruction is written by a single write to memory to ensure the atomicity. If the length of the branch instruction is five bytes, we replace the first two bytes of the first instruction in the inlined code sequence with spinning jump by a single memory write not using xchg instructions. Then, the rest three bytes of the first instruction are updated. Finally, the first two bytes of the branch instruction are written by a single memory write [24] .
Going beyond our previous method [10] , from the viewpoint of compiler optimizations, we now use an explicit intermediate representation of a branch affected by the code patching mechanism. This increases the opportunities for compiler optimizations. On the other hand, the branch may prevent the compiler from performing optimizations using dataflow analysis, because the generated intermediate representation includes a backup path (the original method call) as a kill point i due to its side effect. Scalar replacement of instance variables and code motion may also be restricted. We illustrate these problems in Here, some instructions related to a loop exit are omitted for simplicity. In the example, the getfield bytecode instructions i If an instruction redefines a value, it is said to kill the definition, which means the collected information on the variable cannot be preserved before and after that point.
ple, the getfield bytecode instructions are split into nullcheck instructions that are the potentially excepting instructions (PEI) in the bold font and getfield instructions that are simple loads from a heap memory. At the end of basic block (BB) 3, there are two branches for direct devirtualization. One is a branch to BB3, which is a primary execution path. The other is a branch to BB5, which is a backup path.
In the Example 3 b), the compiler performs optimizations [25] as follows:
1. The compiler can perform nullcheck optimizations. It moves 'nullcheck LO0' out of BB3 and BB5 in the loop to BB1. Then, the compiler eliminates 'nullcheck LO0' in BB 4 since 'nullcheck LO0' instruction in BB 1 dominates it.
2. The compiler can perform partial redundancy elimination (PRE) [26] . It performs scalar replacements of the access of instance variables <x> and <z>. The compiler moves a getfield instruction for <x> and <z> out of the loop, and then replaces the reference to variable <x> with a temporary variable in BB 3. Since the compiler moved the getfield instruction for <x> and <z> across an invoke instruction that has side effects, it generates the compensation code for variable <x> and <z> after the kill point (invoke at BB5). Though it increases the inefficient code, it does not matter since it is generated in a backup path where it rarely executes.
Code motion involving PEIs or instructions with side effects is limited and cannot cross over a kill point. If the 'nullcheck LO1' instruction is moved into BB3, the exception may be thrown before throwing an exception raised within the method m. This transformation violates the original semantics of the program. Therefore, the compiler cannot move the 'nullcheck LO1' instruction across BB5. Generating compensation code can reduce the impact of merging the control flow on compiler optimizations such as scalar replacement along a backup path. The compiler could also perform escape analysis [27, 28] 
Flow-Sensitive Type Analysis
Flow-sensitive type analysis [14, 15, 16, 17] computes a type for every object reference point in an entire method. The compiler computes the dataflow information on static types with signatures and class instantiations (call to new()) at each object reference point. The analysis determines the set of classes reachable at each object reference point.
If the type analysis proves that all class instantiations that reach the receiver expression of the dynamic method call have the same definition, this proves that no method override occurs at the call site. Therefore, the dynamic method call can be directly devirtualized without a backup path. This reduces optimization constraints in our devirtualization techniques.
Type analysis can also recover missing type information. This loss can occur while translating source code into bytecode [11] (i.e. during a compilation by javac or jikes [29] (version 1.06)). We here explain it using Example 4. The source code of the method m() indicates that the method call a.equals() invokes the method equals() in the class A. The javac compiler embeds the class Object and the method equals() as static types in the class file. The compiler may recover the more precise type A of the receiver through an interpretation like the bytecode verification process [30] . The missing type information causes the class hierarchy analysis to fail at the method call a.equals(). Without doing type analysis, the compiler checks whether Object. equals() is a single implementation rather than A.equals(). This always fails because the method in the class String that is never invoked by the method call a.equals() overrides the method equals().
In practice, the missing type information frequently occurs at call sites involving the methods equals() and hashCode() that are declared in the class java.lang.Object. Therefore, type analysis improves the accuracy of class hierarchy analysis. 
Preexistence Analysis
The concept of preexistence [11] is that if the receiver object for a method call has been allocated before the invocation of a caller method, then the method will not be overridden during the execution of the caller. This property can be used to directly devirtualize a dynamic method call without a backup path. This requires that the caller method must be recompiled with class hierarchy analysis at the next invocation in which the target method is overridden. However, it guarantees that such recompilation does not require on-stack replacement. This reduces the difficulty of the implementation.
We have implemented invariant argument analysis [11] to check for the preexistence of a receiver expression. If the receiver expression of a method call is shown to preexist and CHA shows that the method call has only a single target at compilation time, the compiler can directly devirtualize the method call without the backup path. It has two advantages. One is that it enables code motion involving potentially excepting instructions or instructions with side effects. The other is that the result of flow-sensitive type analysis is more accurate, because the merge point that creates the union type is removed from the control flow graph. Another solution for more precise flow-sensitive type analysis is message splitting [31] . It may increase the code size significantly because it requires copying parts of the control flow, and therefore we did not pursue this alternative.
Class Tests and Method Tests
In previous research, most systems that use guarded devirtualization produced inlined code with a class test verifying that the receiver has the proper class. The class test [1, 2, 3] imposes a requirement that each object contains a pointer to its class information. The method test [11] makes a further assumption that the class information includes the method information. We show such code generated at an inlined call site in Example 5 a) and b) that appeared in [11] .
Method test is more accurate than class test. Even when a class that does not override a method is tested by a class test, if the class is different from the particular class of the inlined method, the test fails and a dynamic method call is invoked. In a similar situation involving method invocation, the method test may succeed and the inlined code can be executed. Therefore, we have used method test at call sites that have multiple implementations, along with class hierarchy analysis at compilation time. The overhead of method test is slightly greater than that of class test. Our JIT compiler explicitly uses two loads to get class information and method information in the intermediate representation. This allows us to include these instructions in the scope of optimizations such as common subexpression elimination and code motion, and this can hide the overhead of method test.
These techniques also introduce some constraints on compiler optimizations because they have a merge point of the control flow on compiler optimizations for any backup path that includes an original method call. The constraints can be reduced by the same techniques described in Section 3.1.
We have used a class test for optimizing method calls within the class itself. If a compiler detects many dynamic calls with the caller's object as a receiver, the compiler provides two copies of the part. A class test with the receiver object is generated to determine which copy is executed. Two versions of the method are then generated: one for optimized calls within the class itself, and the other version is for the general case as it appeared in the original code, as shown in Example 6. 
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the characteristics and effectiveness of the devirtualization techniques in our system. Section 4.1 explains the system used in our experiments. Section 4.2 gives an overview of the programs used in our experiments. Section 4.3 shows the characteristics of the non-devirtualized programs. Section 4.4 shows the results by applying each of devirtualization techniques cumulatively. Section 4.5 discusses the evaluation of the results. Section 4.6 shows the performance results.
System
Our experiments were performed using a prototype version of the IBM Developers Kit for AIX, Java Technology Edition, Version 1.3. We have implemented the devirtualization techniques we described here in our Just-In-Time Compiler [32] . The JIT compiler is a highly optimizing compiler that uses a register-based intermediate representation. Register-based representations provide greater flexibility for code transformations than stack-based representations. The JIT compiler performs static method inlining, devirtualization, dataflow optimizations, loop optimizations, and low-level optimizations. Dataflow optimizations are copy propagation, constant propagation, dead code elimination, common subexpression elimination, scalar replacement, and elimination of redundant exception checks [25] . The loop optimization uses loop versioning. Low-level optimizations are register allocation, instruction scheduling, and shrink wrapping [33] .
The JIT compiler inlines methods except when they have exception handlers or they are larger than the predefined maximum size. It inlines both static and dynamic method calls for up to four nested levels in each call hierarchy tree. Here, dynamic method calls mean virtual and interface method calls. Since the JVM in the Sun SDK reference implementation must be able to traverse the original call stack in order to get the caller class at runtime, we have implemented a subset of the scope descriptor [13] just to recover the original call stack from the inlined call stack. This allows the compiler to inline methods extensively. Though the JIT compiler has a selective compilation mechanism, all the measurements were performed by compiling all methods.
The measurements were performed on an IBM RISC System 6000 Model 7044-170 (containing a 400 MHz POWER3-II with 768 MB of RAM) running AIX 4.3.3. Table 1 shows 16 Java programs used to evaluate our devirtualization techniques. The programs cover a wide spectrum of programming styles and application categories such as computational benchmarks, transaction processing, a parser, browsers, graphical applications, a word processor, and a Web server. Note that the results using SPECjvm98 [34] programs do not follow the official SPEC rules.
Overview of the Programs

Characteristics of Method Calls
For each program, Table 2 details the characteristics of both static and dynamic methods.
The geometric mean of 73.5% (ranging from 33.4% to 99.5%) of the virtual method calls are monomorphic. The results show generally higher usages of dynamic monomorphic methods from the application classes in programs without GUIs (jess, db, javac, mpegaudio, mtrt, jack, jbb, and XML parser), (compress and Java Server are exceptions.) The total number of static calls.
Virtual Call:
The total number of virtual method calls.
Monomorphic Virtual Call:
The percentage of virtual method calls that are performed at monomorphic call sites.
Interface Call:
The total number of interface method calls.
Monomorphic Interface Call:
The percentage of interface method calls that are performed at monomorphic call sites.
Lib.:
The percentage within Java class libraries.
App.:
The percentage within the application.
The dynamic method calls tend to be monomorphic within the Java class libraries in programs with GUIs (swing, Java2D, jfig, ICE Browser, HotJava, and Ichitaro Ark). The results also show dynamic method calls are surprisingly monomorphic in all of the programs except mpegaudio. This shows that we have many opportunities to perform devirtualization. On the other hand, the program compress is not expected to be much affected by devirtualization techniques, since the number of virtual calls is extremely small. Note that jbb, unlike the other programs, is a benchmark program to measure the throughput in a constant time.
There are some differences in execution counts among optimizations within the same program with GUI since we perform the scenario manually.
Results of Devirtualization
In this section, we show the results by applying each of four optimizations cumulatively. First, we start with guarded devirtualization. Second, we add direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism. Next, we add type analysis, and finally we include preexistence analysis. Figure 1 is a Venn diagram to help clarify some of the relationships among the devirtualization techniques we applied. For example, in the lower left quadrant, some of the interface calls for dynamic methods can use direct devirtualization with backup paths, and a subset of those calls may also be candidates for direct devirtualization without backup paths.
Guarded Devirtualization
We started by performing guarded devirtualization with class and method tests together. Table 3 shows the characteristics of programs with guarded devirtualization. We apply class test only to method calls within the class itself, as described in Section 3.4. We omit the characteristics of class test in Table 3 , 4, 5, 6, and, 7 because they are not executed so much. We apply method tests to virtual method calls that have a single or multiple targets at compilation time only for code that can be inlined. If a method call has multiple targets, only a method defined in a leaf class is inlined. We do not apply method test to method calls that are merely replaced with direct method calls.
We adopted method test for guarded devirtualization, even though the runtime cost of method test is slightly higher than that of class test as presented in Section 3.3. In general, this is because the method test can allow the inlined version of the code to be executed more often than the class test can. For example, when we attempted to apply only the class test to mtrt, the success ratio was decreased from 100% to 70%. On the other hand, the runtime overhead can be hidden by using compiler optimizations.
In summary, as in Table 3 , the success ratio for the execution of inlined version varies from 50.7% to 100% (the geometric mean of 91.7%).
Direct Devirtualization with the Code Patching Mechanism
For the next tests, we added direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism. This is applied to virtual method calls that have only a single target at compile time and to interface method calls that are implemented by a single class. We apply this technique not only to dynamic method calls that can be inlined, but also to dynamic method calls that can be replaced with direct method calls. Table 4 shows the characteristics of these directly devirtualized programs. Here, the execution frequencies of the inline code at directly devirtualized call sites vary from 88.8% to 100% (the geometric mean of 98.1%).
Type Analysis
Next, we added in flow-sensitive type analysis. Table 5 shows the characteristics of programs using flow-sensitive type analysis. As is shown in Table 5 , the percentages of actually executed inline code at directly devirtualized call sites vary from 84.1% to 100% (the geometric mean of 97.3%).
Preexistence Analysis
Finally, we also performed preexistence analysis. Table 6 shows the characteristics of programs including preexistence analysis. As is shown in Table 6 , the percentages of the inline code actually executed at the directly devirtualized call sites vary from 81.5% to 100% (the geometric mean of 96.9%). Remaining Virtual Call: The non-devitualized virtual method calls after performing optimizations.
Remaining Interface Call: The non-devitualized interface method calls after performing optimizations.
Counts:
The total count of each kind. For example, in compress, the inlined version of the code was executed for 97.2% of all the method tests.
Method Test:
The guarded test described in Section 3.4.
Reduction:
The percentage difference .with respect to the specified case.
Inlined execs:
The percentage of the inlined code actually executed. 
Codepatch:
The direct devirtualization with the code patch mechanism described in Section 3.1.
Reduction:
Inlined execs:
The percentage of the inlined code actually executed.
Invalidation sites:
The number of call sites where the code patching is performed when a class is loaded and a method is overridden during the execution of a program. 
Codepatch:
Reduction:
Inlined execs:
Invalidation sites:
The number of call sites where the code patching is performed when a class is loaded and a method is overridden during the execution of a program. Codepatch:
Reduction:
Inlined execs:
Invalidation sites:
The number of call sites where the code patching is performed when a method is overridden during the execution of a program.
Method that must be recompiled: The number of method recompilation candidates when a class is loaded during the execution of a program and the method is overridden.
Evaluation and Breakdown of the Results
In this section, we discuss a number of observations that can be made from the above results. Figure 2 summarizes the breakdown of call sites optimized by each devirtualization technique on some programs when we applied all the devirtualization techniques (corresponding to Section 4.4.4). We use "(o)" to denote all optimizations are performed. All values are given in relative execution counts against the nondevirtualized version (corresponding to Section 4.3). Table 7 also shows the effectiveness of devirtualization techniques (in execution counts) for all the programs excluding jbb. The reason is that optimizations increase the number of executed instructions and we cannot show the reductions since this benchmark measures throughput in a constant time, as we pointed out in Section 4.3.
The results from Table 2 show a trend that dynamic method calls in programs with GUI (such as AWT and Swing) tend to be monomorphic within the common class libraries that Java provides. The programs use extensible and reusable common class libraries, but they use them monomorphically. This usage pattern based on the experiments with real Java programs is very encouraging. It increases the opportunity for devirtualization.
As is shown in Table 7 , we have measured the reduction of dynamic method calls ranging from 8.9% to 97.3% (the average of 40.2%). The program where we measured the highest reduction in virtual method calls is mtrt. Mtrt has a kernel loop in the method Intersect() in the class spec.benchmarks._205_ raytrace.Octnode. It calls some small methods such as the methods GetX(), GetY(), and GetZ() in the class spec.
benchmarks._205_raytrace.Point to get instance variables very frequently. Direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism can inline almost all virtual method calls. Furthermore, 24.3% of them can be directly devirtualized without any backup paths.
In Table 7 , the reduction of virtual method calls is also relatively high in jess. Here, 60% of the method tests are converted to direct devirtualization. These call sites are in the method CallNode() in the class spec.benchmarks._202_jess.jess.Node2. The devirtualization with method inlining can expand the analysis scope of target methods, and this helps to prove the type of receiver objects by type analysis. Therefore, type analysis can remove the method calls to equals()in the class java.lang .Object in the most frequently-called method equals() in the class spec.benchmarks._202_jess.jess.Value. The method call with the static type java.lang.Object has a small runtime overhead, since the receiver may have an array object and the method call has to check whether the object type is an array. Therefore, type analysis is an effective optimization.
As can be seen from Table 4 and Table 5 , type analysis is effective in reducing the number of virtual method calls (see the column of Remaining Virtual Call). In the program jess, it reduces the number of virtual method calls by 43.9%, which are to call hashCode() in the class java.lang.Object and java. lang.Integer with a small runtime overhead, as we described in Section 3.2. For other programs, it also reduces the number of virtual method calls with a small runtime overhead in javac by 36.3%, in mpegaudio by 11.6%, and in jack by 88.4%. These method calls are part of the column of Remaining Virtual Call.
As can be seen from Table 4 , Table 5 , and Table 6 , the average of Codepatch inlined execs decreases from 98.1% to 96.9% with type analysis and preexistence analysis. This shows that direct devirtualization without backup paths are actually executed. Table  7 also shows the reduction by the average of 24.3% for Codepatch inlined execs with type analysis and preexistence analysis. We cannot measure execution counts of directly devirtualized sites without backup paths since a highly optimizing compiler moves or removes individual instructions of devirtualized call sites freely. The results also show that direct devirtualization by type analysis and preexistence applies to 24.3% of the direct devirtualizations with a backup path generated by the code patching mechanism.
As can be seen from Table 4 and Table 5 , when the compiler performs type analysis, the number of Invalidation sites increases in javac, swing, Java2D, jfig, and Ichitaro Ark. If type analysis proves that an instance of an array class does not reach a receiver of a dynamic method call equals() in the class java. lang.Object, the method call can be directly devirtualized using the code patching mechanism. The call site will be invalidated to execute the dynamic method call when the method is overridden by class loading. As a result, the number of Invalidation sites increases rather than decreases in comparison to the case where no type analysis is used. The increase in the column of Codepatch inlined execs for type analysis also shows this. In Table 7 , the programs where we measured the smallest reduction made by type analysis and preexistence in Codepatch inlined execs are db and XML parser. At a few dominant call sites in db and XML parser, the forms of virtual method invocations are this.f.m() or arg.f.m(), where this is an expression of the current instance, arg is an expression of an argument, and f is a field of that class. In db, since the program assigns only to a non-private field f in constructors once, immutable field analysis [11] can reduce the number of Codepatch inlined execs. We were also surprised that the number of interface method calls is almost unchanged in db. We have investigated the reason by looking into statistics. The number of interface method calls is dominated by call sites in the method set_index() in the class spec.benchmarks._209_db.Database and the method equals() in the class spec.benchmarks._209_db. Entry. At these call sites, the interface method calls are used as shown in Example 7. In JDK 1.1, the method elements() in the class java.lang.Vector is declared as final. In Java 2, however, the method is not declared as final. This change causes the type information to be lost for a receiver expression e in the method foo().
If the method is declared as final (in the case of JDK 1.1), the method can be directly inlined and the return type is known as an inner class. Therefore, type analysis can prove that only the inner class that is never overridden comes to the receiver expression e of the interface method call. Based on the results, we can translate interface method calls into virtual method calls, direct method calls, or inlined codes. In that case, we could get a huge reduction of 99% for the interface method calls in db.
On the other hand, if it is not declared as final (in the case of Java 2), type analysis returns the Enumeration class as an ambiguous type and the compiler determines the call site is polymorphic. Furthermore, the Enumeration class is always implemented by a few classes. Thus, no devirtualization technique can be applied. In this case, specialization and customization would not be effective since the receiver expression does not depend on its arguments. Message splitting [31] could help in this situation. However, message splitting will increase the code size by duplicating a complete loop structure. In summary, eliminating final from the method declaration caused a large performance loss.
Performance Results
We measured the execution time of eight non-interactive programs (compress, jess, db, javac, mpegaudio, mtrt, jack, and jbb). The other programs were difficult to measure because of their interactive nature and dependencies within AWT. Figure 3 shows the performance improvement resulting from the cumulative optimizations. Here, all the measurements are performed by compiling all methods. All the values are given in relative speed up against non-devirtualized versions (only with base optimizations). Each of the bars shows the cumulative effect including prior optimizations. For each of the bars, the following combinations of techniques are used:
Base optimizations (not shown in the figure): All optimizations except the devirtualization techniques that we described in Section 4.1 are performed (corresponding to Section 4.3) and static method inlining are performed. We have measured the speedup of 4% in the geometric mean by guarded devirtualization with class tests and method tests. Direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism improves the performance by 13% in the geometric mean. It especially improves the performance of mtrt. This is because the program calls some small methods in a kernel loop very frequently, and almost all of these method calls can be directly devirtualized by the code patching mechanism, as we described in Section 4.5. To show the performance impact of the existence of backup paths, we have made a small experiment to execute mtrt by eliminating of all backup paths. Even in the extreme case, the performance of this version is only 6% faster. The result shows that the overhead of the existence of backup paths is usually smaller than we thought. Direct devirtualization with the code patching mechanism also improves the performance of jess. On this program, almost all the method tests in the kernel are converted to direct devirtualizations as we described in Section 4.5.
Type analysis improves the performance of jess, javac, mpegaudio, and jack. The reason is that these programs include parsers and expert systems, which manipulate many string objects using the methods hashCode(), equals(), and toString(). The reduction of these method calls by type analysis is high as we described in Section 4.5. Type analysis also improves the performance of jbb. It is effective with the classes spec.jbb.JBBmain and spec.jbb.JBButil. Using all of the optimizations presented in this paper, we have measured a speedup of 16% in the geometric mean.
Conclusions
We have shown that the direct devirtualization with the code patch mechanism we proposed in this paper can remove almost all class and method tests generated by guarded devirtualization, and that it can be applied to a wide range of dynamic method calls. The runtime overhead of our approach is smaller than that of a recompilation-based approach. We eliminated the backup path by type analysis and preexistence analysis. We also optimized the inlined code by inserting compensation code in the backup path if it is not eliminated. We evaluated the devirtualization techniques implemented in our JIT compiler based on various statistics collected by running a set of real programs in various application categories. We have observed the reduction of dynamic method calls ranging from 8.9% to 97.3% (the average of 40.2%) by using these devirtualization techniques. Furthermore, we have shown that type analysis and preexistence analysis eliminated the backup path for 24.3% of the directly devirtualized sites that used the backup path. Overall, we have reported performance improvements ranging from -1% to 133% (with the geometric mean of 16%). We have also pointed out a few problems such as nonsealed class library and missing type information, which caused performance degradation in a Java runtime environment. 
